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                Before Adam

                
 by   Jack London 
Before Adam is a novel by Jack London, serialized in 1906 and 1907 in Everybody's Magazine . Jack London who was an American author, journalist, and social activist. He was a pioneer in the then-burgeoning world of commercial magazine fiction and was one of the first fiction writers to obtain worldwide celebrity and a large fortune from his fi..


                                

              

            

          

        

                
          
            

            
              
                Macbeth

                
 by   William Shakespeare 
The tragic defeat and death of a military general and his wife’s impatience made them to lose whatever they gained unethically, though all of which could have been gained by them ethically. Macbeth the Scottish general won a war for his country against Ireland. King Duncan announces that he would be made as Thane of Cawdor and eventually the King.
..


                                

              

            

          

        

                
          
            

            
              
                The Scarlet Plague

                
 by   Jack London 
The Scarlet Plague is a novel, based on the theme of depopulation of the planet due to an uncontrollable epidemic. Written by Jack London and published in the year 1912 by a London Magazine, the novel can be termed as a post-apocalyptic fiction.

A deadly disease, which could kill the infected with in an hour of first symptom. Massive deaths have..


                                

              

            

          

        

                
          
            

            
              
                The Adventures of Tom Sawyer

                
 by   Mark Twain 
The Adventures of Tom Sawyer is the most widely read books of Mark Twain, which is based on his boyhood life along the Mississippi River. Many characters in the novel are created and resembles Twain's young life in village.

Tom and Huck, the mischievous boys were accidentally witnessing the murder of Dr. Robinson by Injun Joe, a Half-American. M..


                                

              

            

          

        

                
          
            

            
              
                The Hound of the Baskervilles

                
 by   Arthur Conan Doyle 
Conan's The Hound of the Baskervilles is the most terrifying and challenging case to Holmes investigation. Holmes had been informed as the crime being committed by supernatural powers.

Sir Charles Baskerville found dead due to a heart attack. To claim inheritance Sir Henry Baskerville travels from Canada. Before he starts, his shoes were st..


                                

              

            

          

        

                
          
            

            
              
                A Little Princess

                
 by   Frances Hodgson Burnett 
A Little Princess is the story of a young girl who does not change her helping attitudes towards the poor even when her ill-fate turned down her to become a maidservant.

Sara, the daughter of Captain Crew joins Miss Minchin's boarding school at London. In spite of her born with silver spoon fate, she is always creative kind and polite with peopl..


                                

              

            

          

        

                
          
            

            
              
                The Arabian Nights

                
 by   Andrew Lang 
A collection of folk stories written during the time of Islamic Golden Age with roots from Persian, Indian and Egyptian literature. Believed to have been written by various authors, the first English edition was published during the first decade of seventeenth century and was titled as The Arabian Nights' Entertainment.

The Arabian Nights has an..


                                

              

            

          

        

                
          
            

            
              
                A Room with a View

                
 by   E. M. Forster 
A Room With A View is a romantic novel of the Edwardian era which is set in Italy and England. Written by E. M. Forster in the first decade of nineteenth century, the story is based on the central character Lucy Honeychurch, an young Piano player with indecisive nature. This novel narrates how she choose to follow the true instincts of love and end..
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